Meeting Minutes
May 3, 2023, MMTC Virtual Meeting@ICC 2023

1. Opening by Dr. Chonggang Wang
2. Self-introduction from the members (35 members)
3. Chonggang Wang introduced the MMTC and its recent progress, including
   • the scope of MMTC,
   • the current leadership team
   • a brief revisit of the MMTC activities
4. Hu Han introduced the meeting minutes of MMTC Globecom22
5. Qing Yang introduced the frontiers & review letter, including the overview, recent progress
   and how to get involved of the followings:
   • Regular issues of Frontiers and Reviews
   • MMTC Communications – Review
   • MMTC Communications – Frontiers
6. Liang Zhou updated the progress of the conferences, including
   • Globecom 2023, Metacom 2023, ICME 2023, ICC24 and other related conferences
7. Zhi Liu updated the progress of the newsletter, which is currently published in a weekly manner
8. Reza Malekian introduced the recent activities in the publication, including
   • close collaboration with TMM (3 AE recommendations in 2022) and TCSVT (3 AE recommendations in 2022)
   • appoint members to the steering committees
   • discussion with IEEE Trans. on Games, IEEE multimedia magazine
   • Progresses about TMM special issue from Jun Wu, Fudan Univ., IEEE Network special issue from Bo Han, George Mason Univ.
9. Wei Wang introduced the membership and SIGs, including
   • How to join MMTC and SNSs of MMTC
   • Recent progress of SIG, especially new SIG on Metaverse and qualitative and semantic communications.
   • Update of the MMTC distinguished lecture series
10. Lijun introduced the new SIG QSCSIG, including
    • Scope of this new SIG
    • Team of this new SIG
    • Upcoming workshop in ICNP23
11. Ruidong Li updated the SIG on Metaverse, including
   - Scope, status and recent activities of this SIG
   - Update of the Metacom23

12. Chonggang Wang updated the MMTC award subcommittee for 2023

13. Open discussions:
   - Chonggang introduced the 2023 ComSoc TC innovation support program, and Simone Porcu introduced the MMTC innovation project proposal being prepared for this TC innovation support
   - send ideas to Chonggang wang and Han Hu if there is any

14. closing remarks